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The molecular beam electric resonance method has been used to obtain the components of the electric quadrupole Cou- 
pling tensor (eQ&, of the electric dipole moment along the mokcular axis (~~1). the spin-rotation constant (cl) and the 
molecularg-factor perpendicular to the molecular axis (g ), and the 

I4 14N k). Th 
anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility (XII - x1) for 

the ground vibrational state of nitrous oxide ( N e same quantities, except x1, - x1, have also been deter- 
mined for the (01’0) excited vibrational state. For this state the Z-doubling constants qU2 a_nd pu2, perpendicular anisotropy 
(eQqXx - eQqyy) in nuclear quadrupole tensor, the anisotropy (c,, - cI) in the spin-rotation constant, and the molecular 
g-factor (g,,) parallel to the molecular axis have been obtained 

1. Introduction 

In the early days of the molecular-beam electric- 
resonance (MBER) method many high temperature di- 
atomic molecules have been investigated [ 1,2]. Most of 
these molecules contained an alkali atom whichmade 
them accessible for the detection with a hot wire detec- 
tor. Alogical step in the continuation of these experi- 
ments is the study oflinear triatomic molecules also con- 
taining an alkali atom. The only molecule of this type in- 
vestigated using the MBER method is the LiOH molecule 
[3]. Two other obvious candidates are KOH and KCN. 
Several attempts, both in our laboratory [4] as by 
other investigators [2] have been made in the past to 
study the KCN molecule with the MBER technique. 
Although MBER transitions in KCN were finally ob- 
served, the spectra consisted of many overlapping lines 
which could not be resolved. This is explained by the 
fact that at the temperatures necessary to produce a 
beam of KCN molecules (about 1000 K) many vibra- 
tional and rotational states were populated, all of them 
contributing to the MBER spectrum. Similar problems 
are expected for KOH. 

The present investigation was undertaken to obtain 
more insight in the spectra and properties of linear tri- 
atomic molecules using the high resolution MBER tech- 

nique. The study is confined to stable triatomic gases 
at room temperature as the first step in the develop- 
ment of the MBER techniques for hot alkali hydroxides 
and cyanides. Nitrous oxide (N20) was chosen to start 
with because of its fairly complicated spectrum due to 
two quadrupole nuclei. 

The hyperfme structure of the ground vibrational 
state of nitrous oxide has been determined by Casleton 
and Kukolich [5] using beam maser techniques, while 
the electric dipole moment in this state has been mea- 
sured by Sharpen et al. [6] _ Magnetic properties of 
lsN, 160 also in the ground vibrational state have been 
reported by Flygare et al. [7] and by Bhattacharyya 
and Dailey [S]. The I-doubling constant qu, hat been 
measured by Burrus and Gordy [9] but until now no 
accurate values for vibration-rotation constants /+,, 
and AH (see next section) and no values at all for hy- 
perfme constants in the first excited bending vibration 
state of N,O have been reported. This paper reports 
an MBER investigation which yielded accurate values 
of these constants and of the electric and magnetic 
properties of N20 in the u2 = 0 and u2 = 1 state. In a 
forthcoming paper results will be reported for cyano- 
gen chloride (CICN). 

The spectra obtained presently for 14N2O in the 
ground vibrational state could be explained by the well 
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km~n theories for linear molecules in a1L: state to 
within an experimental accuracy of 50-150 Hz. Ex- 
tension of this theory was necessary for the interpre- 
tation of the observed spectra of excited bending vi- 
brational states. The relevant matrix elements for the 
rotational energy, Z-doubling and hyperfime structure 
contributions are presented_ A discussion is given of 
the molecular properties derived, the molectdar qua- 
drupole moment, the sign of the electric dipole mo- 
ment and anisotropy effects in the hyperfme struc- 
ture. From the present results on the 14N2 I60 iso- 
tope and the nuclear magnetic shielding of the nitro- 
gen nuclei in r5N21”0 obtained by Bhattacharyya 
and Dailey [8], a prediction has been made for the 
diamagnetic contributions which can serve as a test of 
theoretical calculations. 

2. Theory 

Formally the hamiltonian used for the interpreta- 
tion of MBER spectra of linear triatomic moIecuIes 
may be written as 

H=H~+HvR+HH~+HE+HB, 0) 

where Ho represents the non-relativistic hamiltonian 
for the electronic energies in the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation including the pure vibrational energy 
contributions_ The term HVR stands for the contribu- 
tions due to rotation and vibration-rotation interac- 
tion_ The remaining terms in eq. (1) represent the nu- 
clear hyperfme energy (HHF) and the interaction ener- 
gy of the moiecule in an external electric (HE) and 
magnetic (HB) field, respectively. 

The electronic-vibrational hamiltonian Ho is not 
relevant for the present investigation. The structure 
of the vibration-rotation hamihonian HVR and of 
its effect on the molecular energy levels is discussed 
by Nielsen and in various textbooks (see e.g. refs. [ 10, 
11,12]). In its simplest form HVR contains terms due 
to rotation of the nuclear frame, and the interaction 
between rotation and the degenerate bending vibra- 
tion. This interaction is responsible for the well known 
Z-doubling of rotational energy levels in excited states 
of the bending vibration (u2 f 0). The two levels of 
an I-doubling possess opposite (2) symmetry under 
reflection in a plane containing the molecular axis. The 
symmetrized wavefunctions of the l-doublet levels can 

be written as a linear combination 

=2-1’2[It$)IJhtfJ) *(-)Jlt,2 - />I& IMJ)] , 

whereIJ+ZMJ)and[u2+I)~lulu:v3)istherota- 
tional and vibrational wavefunction, respectively. The 
quantum numbers ul, u2 and u3 indicate the three nor- 
mal vibrational modes of a linear triatomic molecule. 
The constraints on I are: I = v2, u2 - 2, v2 - 4, . . . . 0 
or 1 and I < J. In eq. (2) and elsewhere in this paper 
1 stands for /11_ The short-hand notation for the vi- 
brational wavefunction IuzI) is appropriate to the 
(present) case when only the bending vibration is ex- 
cited. The rotational wavefunction is related to the 
symmetric top functions [13] by 

IJ * IMJ)= [(2J+ 1)/8~~3]1~*@$+&) , (3) 

where J, MJ and I is the quantum number of the total 
angular momentum and of its component on the space- 
futed z axis and on the molecular axis, respectively. 

If we neglect centrifugal distortion effects on the 
Z-doubling then the contribution ofHvR to the energy 
of a Iu:JM,) state is: 

=A[J(J+ 1) - 131 +D[J(J+ 1) -1312 

where A is the rotational constant, D the centrifugal 
distortion constant and quZJ the Z-doubling constant 
[12]. The distortional effects in qu J are, as usual, 
taken into account in a phenomendogical way [14] 

quz J = q,, - QJ(J+ 1) + AHJ2(J f l)* , (5) 

where qu, is the I-doubling constant in the vibrational 
state ul, u2. us_ 

The contributions to the hyperfine structure for a 
molecule in a singlet electronic state can be written in 
tensor operator form as 

The first term represents the interaction of the nuclear 
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quadrupole moment with thegradient of the electric 
field at the position of the Kth nucleus; the second 
term is the spin-rotation interaction and the third the 
interaction between nuclear spins; “AK and DKL are 
the nuclear spin-rotation and spin-spin interaction 
tensor, respectively; the summation rugover all nuclei 
with I > 1 in the first term and with I> l/2 in the re- 
maining two terms. 

Energy contributions from external fields are de- 
duced from 

*E+*B 

=-II,.E-;E.~.E_B.(~. J-$&X+ 

The terms of hamiltonian (7) describe in this order 
Stark effect, electric polarizability molecular Zeeman 
effect, magnetic susceptibility, nuclear Zeeman effect 
and translational Stark effect. In eq. (7) the usual sym- 
bols are used,for the electric dipole moment (Mel), the 
electric polarizability tensor (es), the magnetic rota- 
tional tensor (G), the magnetic susceptibility tensor 
(x), the magnetic shielding tensor (eK), the velocity 
(u) of the molecules, the electric (magnetic) field,!?(B) 
and pK the magnetic moment of the Kth nucleus with 
spin 1,. 

Spherical tensor operator techniques [13] have been 
applied to calculate the matrix elements of the hamil- 
tonian of eq. (6) and (7) using basis wavefimctions 
appropriate for the coupling scheme: 

1, +J=F1, Fl+12=F. 

where IK is the spin operator of the Ktb nitrogen nu- 
cleus. For the vibration-rotation part of the basis 
functions the wavefunctions (2) have been used. The 
matrix elements containing contributions characteris- 
tic of the u2 = 1 state are given in the appendix. The 
results for the ~2 = 0 state can readily be obtained by 
substituting l= 0 in the expressions for the matrix 
elements for the u2 = 1 state. The missing matrix ele- 
ments of Stark effect (HE) are standard. A complete 
set of matrix elements is given in ref. [4] _ In most 
cases it was sufficient to consider only matrix elements 
diagonal in J. However, off-diagonal elements in J yield 
non-negligible contributions to the energies of the elec- 
tric quadrupole interaction and the Stark effect for 
u2 = 0. In the last case there is no first order effect. 

For the definitions of the Cartesian tensor components 
we refer to de Leeuw and Dymanus [15]. 

3. Measurements and results 

The molecular beam spectrometer used in this work 
has been described previously [I 51. A supersonic noz- 
zle beam source was used, the beam intensity was moni- 
tored at the parent ion peak m/e = 44. 

The spectra of N20 in the ground vibrational state 
were observed both in electric and in combined elec- 
tric and magnetic fields. The spectra in the first ex- 
cited state of the bending vibration were studied with- 
out the application of external fields as well as in elec- 
tric and magnetic fields. The full linewidth at half 
maximum was 2.5 kHz for all observed transitions. 

Theoretical expressions for the energies and for the 
transition frequencies in terms of the coupling con- 
stants have been obtained by diagonalization of the 
energy matrix. A least-squares minimizing procedure 
was performed to determine the coupling constants. 
Accuracies of all results reported in this paper are 
given with at least 95% confidence according to the 
confidence level tables of Fisher and Yates 1161. The 
physical constants as given by Cohen et al. [17] have 
been used in the evaluation of the results. 

3.1. Nitrous oxide in the ground vibrational stare 

The AJ = 0, A& = 0, + 1 transitions were observed 
in an electric field of2357.19(10) V/cm. Twohighly 
stable voltage power supplies (Fluke 332A and Fluke 
335A) were connected in series in order to obtain the 
bigb field strength. The electric field strength was cali- 
brated by observing the A/= 0, AMJ = f 1 Stark tran- 
sition in 16012C32S using the value for the electric 
dipole moment of GCS of 0.71519(3) D [18,19] and 
the anisotropy in the electric polarizability 0~~ - trl = 
4.67(16) A3 [6]. 

The hyperfme energy level diagram with the ob- 
served transitions is shown in fig. l_ In total twenty 
transitions were used to determine the molecular con- 
stants (Q, e&&), eQ2&), CT:‘), ci2) given in table 1. 
In the least-squares fit the spin-spin coupling Con- 
stant dT was fwed at the value of 0.436 kHz calcu- 
lated from the geometry of the molecule. 

The Stark-Zeeman spectra were observed in an 
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Aelalire energy (kllr) , 
I, I,, I , 

Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of NsG(vp = 0, J= 1) io electric 
fields and observed transitions at 2357 Vlcm. 

electric field of 2357.19 V/cm parallel to a magnetic 
field of about 8.7 kG. The magnetic field was calibrated 
using the Zeeman splitting in the A J = 0, AMJ = + 1 

transition of J = 1 in OCS [18]. The magnetic coupling 

constams (&, Xl - x,, (J[ (II _ o!I’, op, _ oy)) ob_ 

tained for N20 from seven observed Stark-Zeeman 
transitions are given in table 1. For the evaluation of 
the magnetic constants the hyperfme constants and 
electric dipole moment of table 1 have been accepted 
and were not further adjusted in the fit. The errors in 
the magnetic constants are determined both by the urt- 
certainties in the magnetic field and the measured fre- 
quencies. In the evaluation of the present value of Fe, 
a value of 3.222(46) A3 [6] for (Y,, - LYE of N20 has 
been used. 

3.2. Nitrous oxide in the first excited state of the 
bending vibration 

Measurements have been performed on the AJ= 0, 
AF = 0, + 1 I-doubling transitions of the three lowest 
rotational states. Abottt hundred different transitions 
have been observed (table 2). Unless stated otherwise 
experimental errors in the transition frequencies are 
150 Hz. The large vibrational effects on the electric 
quadrupole coupling constants made the initial Inter- 
pretation of the spectrum~~ery difficult. Information 
about the focusing properties provided by Stark energy 
plots (fig. 2 forJ= 1) was of crucial importance in as- 
signing the spectrum. Assuming a certain ordering ofhy- 
perfime levels it can readily be decided from the figure 

TabIe 1 
Hyperfioe constants a), electric dipole moment and magnetic constants of 14Ns160 in the (000) vibrational state 

This work Other observations 

p,l(D) 

eQ&0cHs) 

eQ,&)otIW 
cl’)&.Bz) 

c?) Wfa) 

Q 
xa - x,_(lO* erg/G2mole) 

I+) - f+)@pm) 

I$) - oP)(ppm) 

0.X0880(23) 

-773.76(27) 

-267.58(38) 

1.829(65) 

3.06(i2) 

-0.07887(8) 

-10.43(6) 

322(400) 
458(300) 

0.160844(16) b) 

-776.7(10) C) 

-269.4(18) C) 

2.35(20) C) 

2.90(26) c) 

-0.07606(10) d, 

-lo.~o(ls) d) 

376(12) e) 

508(10) e) 

a) The subscript or superscript l(2) on the constants refers to the outer (inner) N-nucleus. 
b)Electric dipole moment of Sharpen et al. [6] has been corrected for the presently used value of Planck’s constant [ 171. 
c, Results of Casleton and Kukolich [S] . 
d)ResuIts of Flygsre et al. [7] on 15Ns160. 
e, Bhattacbaryya and Dailey [8] from measurements on r5Nsr60. 
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Table 2 

Observed and cakxlated transition frequencies (ii kHz) of 14Nx4Nf60 in the (01’0) state for J= 1,2 and 3 in zero external fields 

J F--F’ Observed Ohs.-catc. J F F' Observed Ohs.-cak 

1 1 2 41219.65 0.07 
1 1 47293.15 0.01 
3 2 47314.72 -0.07 
2 2 47341.12 -0.02 
2 1 47355.27 -0.04 
1 0 47385.77(20) -0.04 
1 2 47402.01 0.09 
2 2 47413.56 0.12 
1 1 47416.16 0.08 
2 1 47427.62 0.02 
1 2 47448.13 -0.04 
0 1 47453.26 0.09 
3 2 47483.37 -0.01 
1 1 41488.11 0.03 
3 3 47500.29 0.01 
2 2 47509.70 -0.03 
2 3 47526.36 -0.27 
2 1 41549.65 0.01 
1 2 47570.56 0.05 
2 2 47582.11 0.08 
2 3 47599.05 0.12 
1 1 47610.53 0.11 
0 1 47641.65 0.14 
1 1 47739.57 0.06 
2 1 47801.26 0.19 
1 1 47862.04 0.19 
2 1 47873.46 0.09 
0 1 47899.03 0.09 

2 2 2 142215.11(100) 0.12 
3 2 142238.18 0.06 
1 2 142267.50 -0.02 
3 4 142275.59 0.01 
2 3 142299.38 0.10 
3 3 142322.44 0.02 
2 3 142361.86(100) 0.09 
1 1 142382.08 0.00 
3 3 142384.95 0.04 
2 2 142394.43 0.01 
3 2 142417.50 -0.05 
3 2 142439.86(100) 0.14 
3 4 142444.91 -0.04 
2 2 142471.63 -0.04 

4 4 142479.72 -0.09 
3 3 142491.72 -0.07 
1 2 142514.10 -0.04 
2 3 142523.71 -0.04 
4 3 142526.67(100) 0.03 

2 2 2 
1 1 
3 3 
2 1 
0 1 
2 3 
4 3 
2 3 
1 1 
2 3 
1 2 
2 2 

3 3 3 
2 1 
4 3 
3 2 
2 3 
4 5 
3 4 
4 4 
3 4 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
4 5 
2 3 
4 3 
2 1 
2 3 
3 3 
5 5 
4 4 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 
3 4 
5 4 
3 2 
3 4 
5 4 
4 3 

: z 
3 4 
1 2 
2 3 
3 3 

142536.45 -0.03 
142540.66 -0.02 
142553.97 -0.31 
142563.09 0.07 
142572.37 -0.03 
142586.22(100) -0.02 
142588.88(100) -0.26 
142620.02(100) -0.75 
142660.96 0.05 
142683.33(100) 0.07 
142693.48 -0.09 
142715.74 -0.17 
284562.04 0.07 
284597.61 0.09 
284612.89 0.02 
284626.78 -0.02 
284650.71 -0.05 
2&654.58(150) -0.02 
284679.94 -0.01 
284730.92 0.08 
284789.02(150) -0.10 
284835.82 0.05 
28484O.lS(lOO) 0.14 
284854.77 0.05 
284881.20(100) -0.53 
284902.67(50) -0.10 
284905.44(50) -0.17 
284915.02 0.05 
284927.57 0.09 

284935.91 -0.11 
284941.92 -0.06 
284957.89(150) -0.08 
284912.17 0.10 
284919.35 0.04 
284992.30 0.00 
285013.16 -0.10 
2S5018.12(150) -0.10 
285044.26 0.13 
285121.05(100) -1.38’ 
285127.30 -0.09 
285132.76 0.02 
285153.22 -0.01 
285188.04 0.01 

285206.48(150) 0.02 
285210.37 0.04 
285220.28 0.06 
285271.77 -0.29 

which states can be focused and which not. The repul- 
sion of states withii the same MF influenced effec- 
tivity of the state selection by the electric quadmpole 

field (A- and B-fields). Knowing which of the allowed 
electric dipole transitions obey the selection rules for 
the MBER machine (only transitions from a focused 
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Relative energy (MHz) , 
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Electric field stmglh(V/ h) 
Fig. 2. Energy level diagram of the “2 = 1, J = 1 I-doublet of 
NzO. The energy levels are labeled with their IM@alues. 

Table 3 
MoIecuku constants a) of 14N *‘%inthe(oLto)state.AU 
values are in kHz except “cl (in D) and the g-factors 

Constant This work 

9u2 .23743.75(L) W 

% 0.032(l) 

eP& -886.53(12) 

eQl&! - 9:;‘) 318.78(14) 

@&) -258.14(18) 

e& (& - @) -60.84(18) 

Cf’) 1.904(S) 

S -@ 

-1.78(7) 

2.60(2) 

c(2) - CI” 1.2(l) 

gel 0.173484(9) 

g1 +g1\ -0.031(8) _ 

gll 0.048(8) c, 

a) The sub- and superscript l(2) on the constants refers to the 
outer (inner) N-nucleus. 

b, Bums and Cordy 191 measured a value of 23.736 MHz for 

‘) ?%uninggl of the (01’0) state equal to g1 of the (000) 
state within the experimental error. 

to a defocused state are observable) was essential for 
the interpretation of the spectrum. Table 3 presents 
the hyperfme and Z-doubling constants adjusted in the 
least-squares fit of the transitions from table 2. The 
spin-spin constant d, has again been fmed at the cal- 
culated value of Cl.436 kHz. The adjustment of dxx - 
dYY and/or c$’ - c_$F) for K = 1 and 2 gave no sig- 
nificant improvement of the fits and these constants 
were set equal to zero. 

The electric dipole moment was deduced from a 
measurement of nine AM, = 0 transitions in the J= 1 
state at an electric field of 300 V/cm. The correspond- 
ing Stark shifts were about 7 MHz. The value of the 
electric dipole moment obtained from these lines is 
given in table 3. 

At high magnetic fields (about 8 kG) the Zeeman 
spectra of N20 in the (OllO) state were so compli- 
cated and richin mostly overlapping lines that no unique 
identification could be made. In order to obtain the 
g-factors we decided to observe the Zeeman spectrum 
at a low magnetic field, at which the overlap was less 
severe. The Zeeman shifts of the J = 1, F = 2 + 1 tran- 
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sition, in zero fields occurring at 47801.26 kHz, were 
observed in a field of 93.7 G. The magnetic field was 
calibrated using the J= 0, fifJ = 1 + 0 transition of the 
111 state of SO2 [20]. The effective molecular g-factor 
for the J = 1, F = 2 -, 1 transition in N20 was $(g, +gu) 
and was found to be -0.0155(42). Within the experi- 
mental error it is reasonable to assume gs to be the same 
in the (000) and (0110) states. This assumption is sup- 
ported by the results obtained previously for the OCS 
molecule [ 18,211. The values for (gl + g,,) and gu are 
also given in table 3. The effects of the anisotropy in 
the g-factors (gx, - gyy) were too small to be ob- 
served at the low magnetic field. 

4. Discussion 

As can be seen from table 1 there is for the (000) 
state in general a reasonably good agreement between 
the molecular constants obtained in the present inves- 
tigation with those of previous work whenever availa- 
ble. It should be noted that Casleton and Kukoiich 
determined the two quadrupole (eQ&) and the 

[S] 

two spin-rotation (ciK)) constants from seven ob- 
served J= 1 + 0 transitions yielding in the table 1 re- 
ported 40% confidence intervals. In order to obtain 
95% confidence intervals for the constants of reference 
[S] the errors have to be multiplied by a factor 4.5. 
The results of Casleton and Kukolich agree then very 
well with our more accurate values. 

Various molecular properties can be deduced from 
the magnetic constants [l] . Of greatest interest here 
is the molecular quadrupole moment 19 Ii which is ob- 
tained from g1 and x1 - x1 in a limear molecule using 
the relation 

s,=-$(~,,-XI)+~*meC’~. (8) 
K mK 

Herein m and e is the electron mass and proton charge, 
respectively, mK is the mass and Z,e the charge of the 
Kth nucleus in the molecule, rK is the length of the 
position vector to the Kth nucleus from the molecular 
center of mass, h is Planck’s constant and pN the nu- 
clear magneton. The last term of eq. (S), although 

small (0.026 X 1O-26 esu cm2) compared to the dii- 
ference of the two other terms is not negligible in view 
of the high accuracy of the present measurements. 
Using the magnetic constants from table 1 and intet- 

nuclear separations r(N - N) = 1.126 A and r(N - 0) = 
I.191 A [12] the value obtained for 13, is B, = 
-3.296(15) X 1O-26 esu cm2_ This value can be com- 
pared with the value of -3.65(25) X 10-26 esu cm2 
for BJ of 15N2 160 as determined by Flygare et al. [7] 
and the LCAO MO value of -3.69 X 1O-26 esu cm2 
calculated by McLean and Yoshimine (eq. (24) of ref. 

Pm- 
As shown by Townes et al. 12231 the sign of the elec- 

tric dipole moment can be obtained from the isotopic 
dependence of the molecular g-factor. 

(9) 

Here gy’ and A(l) (i = 1,2) is the g,-factor and rota- 
tional constant, respectively, of the isotopic species i; 
d represents the displacement vector of the center of 
mass of isotope 2 referred to the center of mass of iso- 
tope I. Eq. (9) is deduced assuming the Bom-Oppen- 
heimer approximation to be valid i.e. the internuclear 
distances and the eIectric structure are supposed to be 
the same for both isotopes.The presently obtainedvalue 
for the g,-factor for 14N2 160 (isotope 1) was com- 
bined with the value Found by Flygare et al. [7] for 
15~~ 160 (isotope 2). The result gd= -0.52(45) D cor- 

responds to a -NNO’ polarity of the electronic charge 
distribution. Although thevalue for pel obtained from 
Stark measurements lull= 0.16 is not in disagreement 
with the above value the sign of the electric dipole mo- 
ment is not yet well determined. This conclusion is 
based on the fact that (a) the sign determined above 
is opposite to the calculated sign [24,25], (b) the error 
in gel as determined with eq. (9) is about 90% and (c) 
the values for gl originate from different experiments. 
A similar situation was recently discussed by Fabricant 
and Muenter [26] for CIF. 

The paramagnetic shielding anisotropy (ufi”) - pi;K))p 
can be deduced from the electronic contribution to the 
spin-rotation constant (I+))~ [I,151 : 

(2j.lNgKA//lB) #’ - uf”‘)” = c,!K),e - (10) 

The electronic contribution to the spin-rotation 
constant is calculated from the observed spin-rotation 
constant ~1~’ and the calculated value of the nuclear 
part (cfKJ)"(cfKJ =(ci-1)" t(ciKJ)")_ In the rigid-‘ 

rotor approximation holds: 
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where ‘LK = IrL - rK I, xLK = xL - xK and YLK = 
yL --yK, while x=(yL) is the x-(y-) component of 
the position vector rL of the Lth nucleus. In a linear 
molecule xLK ar,dyLK are zero. The nuclear contri- 
butions to the spin-rotation constants in N20 is 
-0.752 kHz and -1.01 kHz for the outer and inner 
14N-nucleus, respectively. Herewith the calculated 
paramagnetic contributions to the anisotropies in the 
shieldings is (in ppm): outer N: (a, - u$ = 561(36); 
inner N: (u,, - oJP = 707(47). The present value of 
(uos - uJP for the outer N-nucleus is in disagreement 
with the value of 467(18) ppm reported by Casleton 
and Kukolich [S] _ The difference is completely ex- 
plained by the disagreements in the experimental value 
for the spin-rotation constant (table 1). The values 
for (uII - uI>P for the inner N-nucleus agree; Casleton 
and Kukolich found 737(22) ppm. 

Using the accurate values of the total magnetic 
shielding constants u, and uII as reported by Bhatta- 
charyya and Dailey [8] for 15N20 and the present 
values for (u,, - uI>P we fmd for the diamagnetic shield- 
inganisotropy(u,, -uJd -194(18)ppmand -199(48) 
ppm for the outer and inner N-nucleus, respectively. 
At the moment there are no ab-initio calculations of 
diamagnetic contributions to the anisotropy in the 
nuclear shielding known to us. The present_ results may 
serve as a test for future calculations. 

A discussion of the effects of the bending vibration 
on the electric dipole moments and nuclear electric 
quadrupole moments will be given in a separate paper 
comparing results from two other linear triatomic 
molecules, OCS and CICN. 
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Appendix: Non-vanishing matrix elements of hamiltonian of eqs. (7) and (8) 

In order to reduce the number of matrix elements to be tabulated only those characteristic for the u2 = 1 state 
and relevant for the present study are given. With 

(cwl = (&Jc)F&F& fl, Ior’> = i(~&)F&F’~; 2)) 

the matrix elements are 

x (25+ 1)(2J’ + 1)(211 + 3)(211 + 2)(211 + 1) l/2 F1 J’ I, 

211(211 - 1) I (z II J) 

eQl&) f 6-‘/2(-1)J 
J 2 J’ 

- 
-1 2 -1 eQl(&) 4::)) 1 

+ :w, F)w;,Jf&-q Il+&-FliFi +Fi-J+J’+l 

x 

c 

(25+ 1)(2J’ + 1)(2f2 + 3)(2& + 2)(212 + 1) 1 l/2 

212(21, - 1) 
[(2F1 + 1)(2Fi + 1)]‘/2 
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$2 2.. :lr :, 3 [(21, + 1)(12 + 1)12(2FI + 1)(2F; + 1)(2J+ l)(J+ l)a I” 

(CT& * DIZ .I2 ICY’) = (30)“‘2S(F’, F)fi(itf+fF)(-l)F~+12+~*1 

X [(2FI + 1)(2F; + 1)11(11 + 1)(25 + 1)12(12 + 1)(212 + 1)11j2 112 

x [(W-b 1)(2F’+ 1)(2FI + 1)(2F; + l)J(J+ 1)(2J+ l)J1” 

F 
<(YI-~~B-x.BI$)=~~~,B’+~(M;;,MF)(-~)~-MF _M 

( 
t 2 (_l)2F1+II+12+F'+J+1 

F F 

X [(2~+ 1)(2F’+1)(2Fl+ 1)(2Fi + l)]@[$T ~~~J~~)]i” 

X [(2~+1)(2F’+ 1)(2F1 + 1)(2Fi + 1)11”[(211 + I)(11 + 11111~‘~ 
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c 

J(J+ 1)(2J+ 1) 1’2 I( 3@ -J(J+ 1) 

(25 - 1)(25+ 3) 3.&i + 1) C#) - u?‘) t ~s~~(-l)J(u~!j - uj;, 
I] 

B 

x [(21, + l)($ + 1)1*(2F+ l)(W’+ 1)(25 + l)W; + 1111’2 

x 312 -w+ I) (43 - ,!2’) f $~zl(_l)J(ug _ J2)) 
f 3J(J+ 1) 

B 
YY - 

. )I 
Herein QK, the nuclear electric quadrupole moment is defmed as 

QK = CW%Wj$~ i@~)fJIZKZ& 9 

with K = 1 and 2 for the outer and inner N-nucleus, respectively, in NNO; 

@) = a2 vKla$ , 
where g = x, y, z. The quantity q(K) represents the electric field gradient at the position of the Kth nucleus. In all 
expressions the subscript II and 1 refers to components parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis, respec- 
tively. 

The spin-rotation coupling constants are related to the components of the M tensor aa: 

47’ = @Q&z, cify’ = : K-+)xX + @f&j * 

The spin-spin coupling constant dr is given by (c& =(01&J: 

dT = t@, ‘d,,,, - 2&) = -:& , 

using ZZg(dgp> = 0. 
For a diatomic molecule in its ground vibrational state T,, = T,, for any tensor T(=a, 0, M, X, G, a) of rank 

two. This is no longer true for a linear tridomic molecule in an excited bending vibrational state, but in many cases 

. T;u, =S Tyy . Consequently $(T, + T,,) can be interpreted as TL 
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